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It is clear that much more e�ort is needed and should be expended to solve this

interesting riddle posed to combinatorial optimizers well over �� years ago�

�M�W� Padberg and M�P� Rijal ������

� Introduction

In a ���� paper �	�
� Leon Steinberg described a �backboard wiring problem that
has resisted solution for 	� years� The problem concerns the placement of computer
components so as to minimize the total amount of wiring required to connect them�
In the particular instance considered by Steinberg� �	 components with a total of
���� interconnections are to be placed on a backboard with �� open positions� The
geometry of the backboard is illustrated in Figure ��

To formulate the wiring problem mathematically it is convenient to add �
dummy components� with no connections to any others� so that the numbers of
components and locations are both n � ��� Letting aik be the number of wires that
connect components i and k� bjl be the distance between locations j and l on the
backboard� and doubling the objective� the problem can be written in the form

SWP min
X
i�j�k�l

aikbjlxijxkl

s�t�
X
j

xij � �� i � �� � � � � n�

X
i

xij � �� j � �� � � � � n�

xij � f�� �g� i� j � �� � � � � n�
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Figure �� Backboard for Steinberg problem
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where xij � � if component i is placed at location j on the backboard� Note that
the constraints of SWP are exactly that X � fxijg is an n�n permutation matrix�

There are several possible choices for the bjl used to formulate SWP� In his
paper Steinberg considered using ��norm� ��norm� and squared ��norm distances
between the backboard locations� Steinberg devised a heuristic method to obtain
a �hopefully� good solution for the wiring problem� and applied it to the ��norm
and squared ��norm versions of the problem� Most subsequent research has been
directed to the ��norm formulation�

In this chapter we describe the development of a branch�and�bound �B�B�
algorithm to solve the ��norm version of SWP to optimality� SWP is an example of
a quadratic assignment problem �QAP�� decribed in the next section� In Section �
we describe lower�bounding schemes that have been proposed for QAP� In Section
	 we give some comparisons between bounds on SWP and similar problems� outline
the construction of a complete B�B algorithm� and give computational results�

� Quadratic assignment problems

The general quadratic assignment problem� introduced by Lawler ���
� has the form

QAP min
X
i�j�k�l

dijklxijxkl

s�t� X � ��

where � denotes the set of n � n permutation matrices� The problem SWP is
an example of a �symmetric Koopmans�Beckmann QAP� The term �Koopmans�
Beckmann denotes that the objective coe�cient for xijxkl has the product form
aikbjl� and �symmetric means that aij � aji and bij � bji for all i� j� The ��norm�
��norm� and squared ��norm versions of SWP are now known as the ste��a� ste��c�
and ste��b QAPs� these and all other problem names are taken from QAPLIB ���
�

The QAP can be used to formulate a variety of interesting problems in location
theory� manufacturing� data analysis� and other areas ��� ��� ��
� Unfortunately�
the QAP is typically for its size extraordinarily di�cult to solve� Several well�
known combinatorial optimization problems� such as the traveling salesman problem
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�TSP�� can be formulated as QAPs� and therefore the QAP is NP�hard� However�
while TSPs with thousands of cities are now tractable ��	
� in general a QAP with
n � �� presents a formidable computational challenge� For example� the well�known
nug�� problem� posed in ���� ���
� was only recently solved using the equivalent of
approximately � years of serial computation ��
�

Because of the extreme di�culty of the QAP� many heuristic approaches have
been proposed to generate hopefully good quality solutions� These techniques in�
clude GRASP ���
� genetic algorithms ���
� simulated annealing ���
� tabu search
�	�� 	�
� and ant systems ���
� The best known objective value for the ��norm ver�
sion of SWP� ����� was �rst obtained in ���� using a tabu search algorithm �	�
�
and has been subsequently rediscovered many times� One permutation �assignment
of components to locations� attaining this value is�

�������������������������������	�������������������
�	��	�������������������������	�������������������

Note that in this assignment the two dummy components �numbers �� and ��� are
placed in corners of the grid that are diagonally opposite one another�

� Solution approaches for the QAP

Most exact solution methods for the QAP have been of the branch�and�bound type�
A key component in such algorithms is the choice of method used to obtain lower
bounds� There are a variety of lower�bounding approaches for the QAP� some of
which have been used successfully in complete B�B algorithms�

��� Gilmore�Lawler bound

The most widely used lower bound for the QAP is the Gilmore�Lawler bound �GLB��
Note that the objective in QAP can be written in the form

X
i�j

�X
k�l

dijklxkl

�
xij�

Let cij denote the solution value in the linear assignment problem

min
X
k�l

dijklxkl

s�t� X � �� xij � ��

It is then clear that GLB �� LAP�C� � QAP� where LAP�C� denotes the linear
assignment problem with cost matrix C� and for convenience we use the name of an
optimization problem to also refer to its solution value� For the general QAP the
computation of GLB requires the solution of n� � � LAPs� However� for a problem
in Koopmans�Beckmann form the LAP associated with each cij is trivial to solve�
and as a result C can be obtained in a total of only O�n�� operations�

Several successful B�B algorithms for the QAP have utilized the GLB ��� ��
��� ��
� GLB�based algorithms have proven e�ective for problems up to about size
n � �	� but for larger problems the growth in nodes may become overwhelming�
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��� Eigenvalue and related bounds

A Koopmans�Beckmann QAP� with an added linear term� can be written in the
matrix form

KBP min
X��

tr�AXB � C�XT

where tr��� denotes the trace of a matrix� When A and B are symmetric� a bound
for the quadratic term can be based on the fact that X � � � X � O� where
O denotes the set of orthogonal matrices� O � fX jXXT � Ig� For a symmetric
matrix A let ��A� � �n denote the vector of eigenvalues of A� and for vectors u
and v let hu� vi� denote the �minimal product

hu� vi� � min
�

nX
i��

uiv��i��

where ���� is a permutation of �� �� � � �� n� It is easy to show that hu� vi� is obtained
by putting the components of one of the vectors in nondecreasing order� and the
components of the other in nonincreasing order� before taking the inner product� It
can then be shown ��	
 that

min
X�O

tr�AXBXT � � h��A�� ��B�i�� ���

and therefore
h��A�� ��B�i� � LAP�C� ���

is a valid lower bound for a symmetric KBP� Unfortunately the basic eigenvalue
bound ��� is too weak to be computationally useful� Various schemes for improving
the bound have been considered ��	� ��� ��
� The most promising of these appears to
be the projected eigenvalue bound �PB� of ���
� The construction of PB is based on
enforcing the row and column sum constraints on X� in addition to orthogonality�
Let V be an n � �n � �� matrix whose columns are an orthonormal basis for the
nullspace of eT � ��� �� � � � � ��� and let D � C � ���n�AeeTB� Then

PB �� h��V TAV �� ��V TBV �i� � LAP�D� �
�

n�
�eTAe��eTBe��

As shown in ���
� for many problems PB provides a good quality bound at modest
computational cost�

A quadratic programming bound �QPB� for KBP that is related to PB was
devised in �	
� By construction QPB 	 PB� and evaluating QPB requires the ap�
proximate solution of a convex quadratic program �QP� in the n� variables X� In
�	
 QPB was evaluated by solving the QP using an interior�point algorithm� This
approach provides a very accurate solution� but is too expensive to use in a B�B
context� In ��
 the Frank�Wolfe �FW� algorithm is used to approximately solve the
QP associated with QPB� Although the asymptotic properties of the FW algorithm
are known to be poor� this scheme is of interest in the context of QPB because
the work on each iteration of the FW algorithm is dominated by the solution of a
LAP� The resulting B�B algorithm exhibits state�of�the art performance on many
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benchmark KPBs� In ��
 the same QPB�based B�B algorithm� implemented using
the �Master�Worker distributed processing platform� obtains the �rst solution of
several large problems including the nug�� QAP�

There has also been recent work devising bounds for KBP based on semide��
nite programming �SDP�� In ��
 it is shown that there is an SDP interpretation for
���� and this interpretation is used in the derivation of QPB in �	
� SDP bounds
for KPB are described in ���
 and �	�
� In ��
 it is shown that the basic SDP bound
of �	�
 is closely related to the projected eigenvalue bound PB� More complex SDP
bounds described in ���
 and �	�
 are also related to the LP bounds described below�
These SDP bounds are often of excellent quality� but are obtained at a very high
computational cost�

��� LP and dual�LP bounds

A large class of bounds for the QAP are related to linear programming �LP� re�
laxations of the problem� De�ning new variables yijkl � xijxkl� and dropping the
integrality conditions� results in an LP relaxation ��� ��


LPQAP min
X
i�j�k�l

yijkldijkl

s�t�
X
j

xij � �� i � �� � � � � n�

X
i

xij � �� j � �� � � � � n�

X
l

yijkl � xij i� j� k � �� � � � � n�

X
k

yijkl � xij i� j� l � �� � � � � n�

yijkl � yklij i� j� k� l � �� � � � � n� ���

xij 	 �� yijkl 	 �� i� j� k� l � �� � � � � n�

The symmetry constraints ��� imply that LPQAP can be formulated using variables
yijkl� i � k� Additional variables can be eliminated using the facts that yijij � xij
for all i and j� yijil � � for all i and j 
� l� and yijkj � � for all i 
� k and j� for
X feasible in QAP� Taken together� these observations allow for a reformulation of
LPQAP as an LP problem with n� � n��n � ����� variables� Further analysis ����
Section ���
 can be used to reduce the number of equality constraints required in
LPQAP to �n�n� ���� �n� ���n� ��� n 	 �� For a symmetric problem� like SWP�
LPQAP can be formulated using n��n��n�����	 variables and n��n�����n��
equality constraints� n 	 � ���
� ���� Section ���
� For a symmetric problem with
n � ��� for example� LPQAP can be written using ������� variables and 		����
equality constraints� The solution of LPQAP using an interior�point method was
investigated in ���
� This approach produces excellent bounds for many problems�
but appears to be prohibitively costly for implementation in a B�B algorithm�
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It is known ��
 that if the symmetry conditions ��� are dropped then the
solution value in LPQAP is exactly GLB� It can also be shown ���
 that many
bounding schemes for QAP can be viewed as Lagrangian procedures that attempt
to approximately solve the dual of LPQAP� Computationally the most successful of
these is a method motivated by the Hungarian algorithm for LAP� due to P� Hahn
and co�workers ���� ��� ��
� The B�B code of Hahn et al� recently obtained the
�rst solution of the kra��a QAP� a hospital layout problem dating from ���� ���
�

In ���
 a dual�LP procedure similar to that proposed in ���
 is used to obtain
a lower bound of ���� for the ��norm version of SWP� To our knowlege this is the
best known lower bound for the problem�

��� The polyhedral approach

The polyhedral approach to QAP is based on investigating the convex hull of f�� �g�
valued solutions to the LP relaxation LPQAP� This line of research was initiated
by Padberg and Rijal ���
� and has been further developed by Kaibel and J�unger
���� ��� �	� ��
� The convex hull of f�� �g�valued solutions of LPQAP is a face of the
Boolean quadric polytope� studied in ���
� An essential element of the polyhedral
approach is the characterization of valid inequalities that can be added to LPQAP
to tighten the relaxation� In ���� Section ���
 the polyhedral approach is applied to
an LP relaxation of SWP� �The relaxation is similar to LPQAP� but is specialized
for a symmetric Koopmans�Beckmann problem and also exploits sparsity of the
matrix A�� Solution of the resulting LP took approximately � month on a ��MHz
Sun workstation� and obtained a lower bound of ���	� This was the best known
lower bound for the problem prior to the dual�LP bound obtained in ���
�

The polyhedral approach to discrete optimization has resulted in very success�
ful branch�and�cut algorithms for particular discrete optimization problems� such as
TSP ��	
� Branch�and�cut algorithms typically invest a large amount of time gener�
ating valid inequalities� and re�solving subproblems� in an e�ort to reduce branching
to a minimum� The development of branch�and�cut algorithms for QAP is still in
its infancy� but recent results ���
 indicate that the methodology has promise to
become a general�purpose solution method�

� Solving the Steinberg problem

In this section we consider applying a B�B algorithm to solve the ��norm version of
SWP to optimality� In Table � we give the values for a number of di�erent bounds
applied to the problem� In the table �Sum is the trivial bound obtained from the
fact that there are ����� interconnections between components and all distances
are at least one� TDB� the triangle decomposition bound of ���
� is a parametric
strengthening of PB that can be applied to problems with distance matrices arising
from ��norms on grids� QPB is computed using ��� Frank�Wolfe iterations �see ��

for details�� and all gaps are computed relative to the best known value of �����

�The number of interconnections is given as ���� in �	
�� This appears to be due to an error
in computing the sum of the entries in row�column � of the matrix A� see �	
� Figure 
��
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Table �� Bounds for ��norm wiring problem

Bound Value Gap
Dual�LP ���� ���
Polyhedral ���	 ���

GLB ���	 ���
TDB ���� ���
Sum ���� 	��
QPB �����	 ����
PB ������ ����

It is clear that PB and the related QPB perform very poorly� The performance of
GLB is reasonable� and although the dual�LP and polyhedral bounds are better the
computational cost of these bounds is many orders of magnitude higher than that
of GLB� The computation to obtain TDB is also much greater than that required
for PB or GLB�

It is well known that eigenvalue bounds can be negative on instances of KBP
for which zero is a trivial lower bound� In ���
 it is suggested that this poor per�
formance may be related to sparsity of the  ow matrix A� In Figure � we give the
sparsity �fraction of zero components� and coe�cient of variation �CV� equal to the
standard deviation of the components divided by their mean� for the  ow matrices
from a number of grid�based KBPs from QAPLIB ���
� It is clear that ste��a is very
sparse� with a high CV� In the context of heuristics for QAP� CV is often termed
� ow dominance ���
 and has been used as an algorithm control parameter�

In Figure � we give the gaps for GLB and PB for the same problems considered
in Figure �� The markers used to denote the problems are the same as in Figure ��
The strong relationship between CV and the quality of PB is evident� It is worth
noting that the most successful applications of QPB reported in ��� �
 correspond to
problems with relatively low CV values� such as had��� nug��� tho��� and kra��b�
For had��� the problem with the lowest CV� solution using QPB is faster than the
GLB�based algorithm of ��
 by a factor of over ����� after adjusting for hardware
di�erences ��
� On the other hand the equivalent time to solve scr�� using QPB is
about a factor of ��� times that required in ��
� These observations suggest that
QPB might not be a good candidate for the solution of ste��a� and consequently
we consider the application of a GLB�based B�B algorithm�

��� Branching rules

As described in Section ���� the value of GLB for a QAP is obtained from LAP�C��
where C is �rst derived from the original problem data� Associated with the solution
of LAP�C� is a nonnegative reduced cost matrix U such that

C �X � z � U �X�
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for any X with Xe � XT e � e� where C � X � tr�CXT �� and z is the value of
GLB� �If X� solves LAP�C�� then X� �U � ��� It follows that if v is the value of a
known solution to QAP� then

z � Uij � v � Xij � � �	�

in any optimal solution of QAP�
The use of �	� to eliminate children in the course of branching was introduced

in ���
� and has been employed in many subsequent papers� Mautor and Roucairol
���
 also introduced polytomic branching� where at any node candidate children are
obtained by either �row branching� �xing one facility and assigning it to all available
locations� or �column branching� �xing one location and assigning to it all available
facilities� In our implementation we use polytomic row and column branching�
We consider two branching rules� Rules � and 	� that are motivated by similar
QPB�based branching rules from ��
� We describe the rules here as they would
be implemented at the root node� using row branching� The problem associated
with an arbitrary node in the B�B tree is a lower�dimensional QAP� on which the
implementation of the rules is very similar� Let N � f�� �� � � �� ng�

Rule �� Branch on the row i that produces the smallest number of children� In
the event of a tie� choose the row with the largest value

P
j�N �

i

Uij � where

N �
i � fj � N j z � uij � vg�

Note that the set N �
i in Rule � consists exactly of the child problems Xij � �

that cannot be eliminated� Rule � is an extension of the branching rule used in
���
� and is e�ective in reducing the size of the tree on small problems� Close to
the root on larger instances� however� the information provided by the reduced
cost matrix U may be insu�cient to make good branching decisions� Consequently
we consider obtaining more information about the e�ect of setting Xij � � before
actually deciding where to branch�

Rule �� Let I denote the set of rows having the NBEST highest values of
P

j�N Uij�

For each i � I� j � N � compute the GLB zij for the QAP obtained by setting
Xij � �� Let U ij be the reduced cost matrix associated with zij � Let vij be
the maximal row sum of U ij� and let wij � �jN j � ��zij � vij � Branch on the
row i having the highest value of

P
j�N

wij�

In the context of B�B algorithms Rule 	 is an example of a strong branching
rule ���
� Because of the use of the U ij matrices Rule 	 can also be viewed as a
look�ahead procedure that tries to maximize the bounds two levels deeper in the
tree�

In addition to the elimination of children based on bounds� described above�
redundant children can be eliminated using symmetry of the grid on which the
distance matrix B is based �see Figure ��� For example� the children of the root
node can be based on assignments Xij � �� j � J� � f���� ����	g� regardless of the
choice of i� �For integers m � n we use m�n to denote the collection of integers k
with m � k � n�� In addition� if at any node the current assignments are all to
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Table �� Branching strategy used to solve ste�
a

Rule Depth Gap NBEST
	a � ���� ��
	b � ���� ��
� �� ���� !

locations contained in the set J� � f�� �	� �����g� then the children can be restricted
to Xij � �� j � J� � f���� ����	� ������ �����g� regardless of the choice of i� In cases
where symmetry can be exploited the index set N in Rules �"	 is replaced with a
suitable J � N � In all other cases Rules �"	 can be generalized to consider column
branching as well as row branching� with only minor modi�cations�

��� Computational results

We implemented a GLB�based B�B algorithm� using the branching rules described
above� to solve the ��norm SWP� As in ��
 the choice of branching rule to apply at
a given node is determined by depth in the tree� and relative gap� The relative gap
for a node is de�ned to be

g �
v � z�

v � z�
�

where v is the incumbent value� z� is the lower bound inherited from the node#s
parent� and z� is the root lower bound� The exact branching strategy used is given
in Table �� At a given node the rules are scanned from the top down until a rule
is found whose max depth is greater than or equal to the node#s depth� and whose
minimum gap is less than the node#s relative gap� The B�B tree was traversed
using depth��rst search�

The solution of the problem required a total of approximately ����E� nodes in
the B�B tree� The best known value of ���� was veri�ed as being optimal� In Figure
	 we give the number of nodes at each level of the tree� Note the logarithmic scale for
the y�axis� Subproblems at level �� of the tree correspond to QAPs of dimension
three� which were solved by enumeration� The solution required approximately
��� hours of CPU time on a single ��� MHz Pentium III PC� �Based on a direct
comparison this machine is approximately 	�� faster on our application than the
HP���� C���� used in ��
�� In Figure � we give the cumulative CPU time �in hours�
expended for the nodes up to each level of the tree� In the �gure we also give the
gap to optimality at each level� computed using the minimum bound obtained at
that level� From the �gure it is clear that it is relatively inexpensive to reduce the
gap to about one�half of its initial value� �The worst bound for a level � node was
����� corresponding to a gap of ���� The cumulative time to process all nodes at
levels � to � is about � hours��

To evaluate the e�ect of using Rule 	 at the top of the B�B tree we also ran
the algorithm using only Rule �� through level �� In Table � we give comparitive
statistics for the nodes through level � obtained from the solution run� and the
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Table �� Comparison of solution run with Rule � only

Rule � only Solution run
L Nodes Gap Fthm Elim Nodes Gap Fthm Elim
� � �	���� ����� ����� � �	���� ����� �����
� �� ������ ����� ����� �� ������ ����� ����	
� ��� ������ ����� ����� ��� �����	 ����� ��	��
� ���	� ������ ����� ���	� ����� ����� ����� �����
	 ������� ����� ����� ����� ������ �	��� ����� ��		�
� ��		����� ��	�� ����� ����� 	������ ��	�� ��	�	 �����
� ��������	� 	���	 ��		� ����� ��������� ����� ����� �����
� ���������	 ����	 ���	� ����� ��������	� ����� ���	� �����
� 	����	����� ����� ����	����� ����� ����� �����

run using only Rule �� �L denotes the level in the B�B tree� The �Fthm and
�Elim columns report the fraction of nodes fathomed� and the fraction of potential
children of unfathomed nodes eliminated� respectively� �Gap is the average gap
to the optimal value for nodes on a given level� computed using the lower bound
inherited from the parent node� From the table it is clear that the use of Rule 	
at the top levels has an enormous e�ect on the subsequent evolution of the tree�
Note that using only Rule � increases the number of nodes on level � by a factor
of over ��� Moreover the average gap for these level � nodes is approximately
doubled� suggesting that the number of nodes at deeper levels will continue to
worsen substantially compared to the solution run� We believe that the time to
solve ste��a using only Rule � would be at least a factor of ��� higher than the time
obtained here using Rules 	 and � together� Further evidence of the value of Rule
	 is provided by the results of a preliminary solution run that used Rule 	 only on
levels ��� and � of the tree� This earlier run required more than double the nodes
�����E�� and time �	�� hours� than the �nal solution run reported here�

It is interesting to compare some characteristics of the B�B tree for ste��a
with the solution of nug�� obtained in ��
� For example� statistics like �Fthm and
�Elim are substantially better near the top of the tree for ste��a than for nug���
On the other hand the node distribution for ste��a� as shown in Figure 	� is much
� atter than the corresponding distribution for nug��� Although the peak number
of nodes is modest compared to the solution of nug��� there are �	 levels ������
where the number of nodes is within a factor of � of the peak number ����E�� on
level ���� In the B�B tree for the nug�� problem only � levels had node counts
within a factor of � of the peak �����E�� on level ���� We conclude that while the
use of the GLB with strong branching is e�ective in limiting the growth of the B�B
tree for ste��a� there is still room for improvement in the overall time required to
solve the problem�
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